**RESERVATIONS HOTLINE**

bigeasy.co.uk  0203 728 4888

**NEED A TABLE OR HAVING A PARTY?**

**OUR CHEFS HANDLE ALL ALLERGENS IN OUR KITCHEN AND WHILE EVERY EFFORT IS MADE, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE ANY OF OUR DISHES WILL BE 100% ALLERGEN-FREE. IF YOU HAVE A SEVERE FOOD ALLERGY OR ANY INTOLERANCE, PLEASE LET YOUR SERVER KNOW BEFORE YOU ORDER YOUR MEAL AND WE WILL PROVIDE ON BEST PRACTICE WHICH MAY INCLUDE YOU BEING UNABLE TO DINE AT BIG EASY.**

**ALLERGEN NOTICE:**

- **Raw** - contains: Shellfish (lobster, mussels, etc.), beef, milk, eggs (mayonnaise), mustard, gluten, preservatives (sodium nitrite), sulphites (preservatives). 
- **Slow-cooked:** cooked low and slow, with a slight pink colouring inside your meat. It’s perfectly safe and means it’s extra tasty – as it should be!
- **SURF & TURF**

**REAL PIT-COOKED FRESH BAR.B.Q**

---

**STARRERS**

- Pit-Smoked Bar.B.Q Chicken Wings
  - Dry-Rubbed St.Louis Pork Ribs
  - Carolina Pulled Pork
  - Baby Back Ribs
  - Bar.B.Q Brisket Sandwich
  - Bar.B.Q Pulled Pork Sandwich
  - Bar.B.Q Baked Jumbo Grilled Shrimp

**NEW**

- Southern Fried Chicken Tenders
  - Wood-Roasted Mushrooms
  - Loaded Potato Skins

**WE SMOKED ALL OUR BAR.B.Q - BAR.B.Q BEANS AND SLAW ACCOMPANY ALL BAR.B.Q PLATTERS (V) - ADD ORIGINAL MAC'S**

**REAL PIT-COOKED FRESH BAR.B.Q**

---

**OCTOBER**

- Add Original Mac's Cheese, Tenders, House Slaw, Cornbread Muffin (V)
- Add Original Mac's Cheese, Tenders, House Slaw, Cornbread Muffin (V)
- Add Original Mac's Cheese, Tenders, House Slaw, Cornbread Muffin (V)
- Add Original Mac's Cheese, Tenders, House Slaw, Cornbread Muffin (V)

**WINTER**

- Add Original Mac's Cheese, Tenders, House Slaw, Cornbread Muffin (V)
- Add Original Mac's Cheese, Tenders, House Slaw, Cornbread Muffin (V)
- Add Original Mac's Cheese, Tenders, House Slaw, Cornbread Muffin (V)
- Add Original Mac's Cheese, Tenders, House Slaw, Cornbread Muffin (V)

**FRESH LOBSTERS**

- Our lobsters are the freshest and best available delivered here within 24 hours of being harvested from the icy waters off Nova Scotia. We steam them whole in plain view in our open kitchen, split the tail, crack the claws and a little garlic butter, that’s it... as simple as it gets.

**SIGNATURE BURGERS**

- Smokehouse Burger
- Original Chips
- Crab Burger
- Black Bean Burger

**FRESH SEAFOOD**

- Baked Jumbo Shrimp
- Bar.B.Q & Surf
- Lobster Bake From Our Wood Burning Oven
- French Fries
- Bar.B.Q & Surf
- Lobster Bake From Our Wood Burning Oven
- Cheese Chips
- Truffle Chips

**BURGERS, SPECIALITY SANDWICHES AND MORE...**

- All sandwiches come with a small side of coleslaw and our house slaw

**BAR.B.Q & CRABSHACK**

- Bar.B.Q & Surf
- Bar.B.Q & Surf
- Bar.B.Q & Surf
- Bar.B.Q & Surf
- Bar.B.Q & Surf

**SIDE ORDERS**

- Tenders
- Tenders
- Tenders
- Tenders
- Tenders

---

**STARRERS**

- Stuffed Jalapeno Peppers (V)
  - Lobster Mac 'n' Cheese
  - Crab Mac 'n' Cheese

**REAL CHIPS**

- Original Chips
  - Cheese Chips
  - Cheese Chips
  - Cheese Chips
  - Cheese Chips

---

**SIGNATURE BURGERS**

- Smokehouse Burger
  - Original Chips
- Crab Burger
- Black Bean Burger (V)
**THE BIG PIG GIG**
LIMITLESS BAR.B.Q. INC. FREE 2 PINT STEIN OF ICE COLD BIG EASY BREW, CLASS OF HOUSE WINE OR HOUSE BUBBLES OR A GLASS OF YOUR FAVOURITE SODA*
£20 per person

**SHRIMP TUESDAYS**
UNLIMITED DEEP FRIED SHRIMP OR LIMITLESS SOUTHERN SHRIMP BOIL, INC. FREE GLASS OF SLUSHY COCKTAIL OR GLASS OF ICE COLD BIG EASY BREW OR CLASS OF HOUSE WINE OR HOUSE BUBBLES OR A GLASS OF YOUR FAVOURITE SODA*
£20 per person

**LIMITLESS HOG ROAST**
UNLIMITED HOG ROAST, INC. 2 PINT STEIN OF ICE COLD BIG EASY BREW OR WING FEST UNLIMITED CHICKEN WINGS INC. FREE 2 PINT STEIN OF ICE COLD BIG EASY BREW
£20 per person

**STEAK, LOBSTER & WINE DINNER**
FREE HALF BOTTLE WINE, GLASS OF BREW OR COCKTAIL*, INC. 8 OZ STEAK & HALF LOBSTER OR WHOLE LOBSTER PER PERSON £39.5

**HIT & RUN**
£10 ‘EXPRESS LUNCH INC. SOFT DRINK BOTTLES OF HOUSE BUBBLES’ £10 Choose from a glass of your favourite soda, Peach Iced Tea, Dalston’s Rhubarb Light, Fizzy Elderflower, Cherryade or Blackcurrant, Coke Zero, Diet Coke, Sprite, Fanta or Kingsdown Water.

**EARLY BIRD DINNER**
OFF-PeAK DINING SPECIAL – £10 INC COCKTAIL, BEER, PROSSECO OR WINE MONDAY-THURSDAY 4-6PM

**BIG EASY PARTIES, BANQUETS & PRIVATE DINING**
25-500 GUESTS, ALL OCCASIONS, JUST ASK!

**BOOZY BRUNCH**
MAXIMUM TABLE SIZE 8 PEOPLE
29.5 SATURDAY & SUNDAY 12 NOON-4PM*
UNLIMITED HOUSE BUBBLES/HOUSE WINE*, BIG EASY BREW OR FROZEN MOJITO OR CHOOSE FROM PEACH ICED TEA, DALSEN’S RHUBARB LIGHT, FIZZY ELDERFLOWER, CHERRYADE OR BLACKCURRANT, COKE ZERO, DIET COKE, SPRITE, PEPSI OR KINGSDOWN WATER.

**THE BIG PIG GIG – LIMITLESS BAR.B.Q**
North Carolina Chopped Pork, Pit-Smoked Bar.B.Q Chicken, St Louis Pork Ribs, Slaw, Pit-Smoked Beans with Pork & Fresh Baked Cornbread Muffin
*Or Whole Small Lobster add 5 or Medium add 10 or Large add 15

**BIG EASY ULTIMATE PRIVATE**
ON-BOARD A 17TH CENTURY AMONGST THE ENTIRE TEAM BY AN INDEPENDENT 3RD PARTY A DISCRETIONARY SERVICE CHARGE OF 12.5% WILL BE APPLIED TO ALL BILLS. TWO OR FOLDER & SHARED FAIRLY AMONGST THE ENTIRE TEAM BY AN INDEPENDENT 3RD PARTY

**BIG EASY PARTIES, BANQUETS & PRIVATE DINING**
20-500 GUESTS, ALL OCCASIONS, JUST ASK!

**PARTY MENUS FROM 20PP**
ALL INCLUSIVE DRINK UPGRADES +15PP
Full details available
@bigeasylondon

**ALL MENUS LISTED ARE DESIGNED FOR GROUPS OF UP TO 50 PEOPLE. WE OFFER A SELECTION OF MENUS FOR LARGER GROUPS.**
0203 841 8844

WE TAKE ALL STEPS POSSIBLE TO ENSURE THAT WE CAN PREPARE DISHES THAT ARE FREE FROM ALLERGENS. WE DO NOT GUARANTEE THAT DISHES WILL BE FREE FROM ALLERGENS, AS IT IS POSSIBLE THAT THERE MAY BE SMALL AMOUNTS OF ACCIDENTAL ALLERGEN CONTAMINATION ON WHICH MAY BE BEYOND OUR CONTROL. AS SUCH, SHOULD YOU OR ANY GUEST HAVE A SEVERE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ANY ALLERGEN WE WOULD RECOMMEND THAT YOU DO NOT EAT WITHIN OUR RESTAURANT.
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